
Visit the "Venice of the Alps" and after discover the international and historical Geneva, 

Information Description

Tour name GENEVA: Geneva City Tour and Annecy

Code produit KTG208

Opening Every day

Description Go to Annecy in the morning, discover the "Venice of the Alps", which offers visitors harmonious and romantic
landscapes. The old town and its colorful pedestrian streets, crossed by the river Thiou draw a picturesque and
enchanting. Its many food markets, creators, or flea market come to liven the streets. Enjoy a city tour on foot with
your 45-minute guide, free time is allowed to stroll through the city.
Rich in cultural activities, from its museums, castles and exhibitions, Annecy is seen to award the label of "Art and
History" so dear to the hearts of the inhabitants.

Coming back, discover Geneva in all its aspects with this tour that takes you by bus to visit the "Geneva
International" which will make you discover organizations working for peace in the world followed by the discovery of
the main tourist attractions of Geneva as the famous Jet of Water and the beautiful Flower Clock. Finally, return to
the past aboard the mini-train Tram Tour of the Old Town and visit the streets of the Old Town in a more intimate
way with your guide.

NB: Passport is necessary

Duration of
circuit

7h30

Circuits - Annecy Morning 
- Geneva Afternoon

Departure Bus station of Geneva, Place Dorcière

Return point Bus station of Geneva, Place Dorcière

Ticket-point - Keytours SA
Office +41 22 731 41 40
E-mail: info@keytours.ch

mailto:info@stts.ch


Guided tours Geneva City Tour and Annecy orientation tour with live guide speaking French and English (German, Italian, Spanish
depending on the guide but not guaranted)

Children
information

Children between 0 and 3 years old, 15.-CHF
Children between 4 and 12 years old, child's fare applicable

Included Guide
Bus
Guided tour in Annecy old town
2h free time in Annecy
Guided city tour of Geneva
Mini train

Excluded Meal and Drinks
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